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by !\1. Fiering

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF A PROTOTYPE WATER SYSTEM

June 5, 1974

Consider the model shown in Figure 1. There is a single

streamwhich yields an annual inflow X., where the ｩ ｮ ､ ･ ｾ i
1.

representstime. The flow enters a reservoir of capacity

K, from which an annual releaseof R. is made. The units
1.

are ｣ ｯ ｭ ｰ ｡ ｴ ｾ ｢ ｬ ･ with respectto annual volumes so that x.
1.

is measuredin volume/year, K in volume and R in volume/year.

It is understoodthat the total amount of water available

at the beginning of any year is the storageat the end of
f'k\.':>",",1:: (:<...I''H'I<-.:J.,l t'I"\f.low)

the previous year,.. S. 1 + X.• In other words, it is
1.- 1.

assumedthat the annual inflow is known on the first day

of the current year and that the characteristictime inter-

val of the model is one year so that the inflow and release

values, which are really rates, can be thought of as volumes

for a single year.

The reservoir servicessome upstreamdemand in the vicinity

of the dam; typically this might be hydro-electricpower.

After leaving the reservoir the channel leads through an

area subject to flood damage. As shown in the figure, this

area is protectedby dykes along the channel, Enough is

known about the hydraulic configuration of the system to

assertthat an annual releasefrom the reservoir is associated

with a particular flood surge which, in turn, is attenuated

in some prescribedfashion betweenthe reservoir and the pro-

tected area. Thus in this simplictic model we do not deal

with the realities of flood routing, determinationof peak

flows, or other complications. Everything is expressedin

ｾ ･ ］ ｾ ｳ of annual flow, and it is assumedthat the model is

sufficiently regular in its hydrologic aspectsto enable us
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to deduce the downstreamconsequencesassociatedwith

reservoir releases. We expressall this by noting that the

channel capacity at the point of potential overflow is

qiven the symbol D (volume/year).fOr example, if the release

R is 5 and the channel capacity D is 5, it implies that

there is associatedwith the annual releasesome surge or

peak flow which, when attenuatedthrough the system, pro-

duces at the point of damage a peak flow which can just be

containedwithin the channel. This does not mean that the

channel capacity is itself 5 units, but rather that it is

convenient to expressthe channel capacity in terms of an

equivalent upstreamreleasewhich, when routed through the

system, would be just containedwithin the banks of the

channel.

The inflow vector X representsa random processwithout

serial correlation; the probability density of any particular

flew in a given year is given in Figure 1. The capital cost

of reservoir constructionis given by the function Cl(K), and

a geologic investigationof the area shows that it is infeasible

to constructa storagecapacity in excessof 6 units. It is

build .possible, of course, to . no reserVOlr at all; but even this

action is associatedwith some cost for investigation, plan-

ning, data collection and decision-making. The storage

capacity K is one of the design variables in the system.

,
The channel capacity of the unimproved system, measuredat the

point of potential overflow, is given as 4 units. This is
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not really the capacity of the channel becauseit will

be recalled that the capacity is given in terms of an-

equivalent annual releaseat the reservoir. Therefore

the value "4" is a surrogatefor the actual channel cap-

acity, but for purposesof this model it will be sufficient

to refer only to the annual releasefrom the reservoir

when dealing with J flows through the damage area.

Dykes can be built to increasethe channel capacity, and

Figure 1 shows the cost, C
2

(D), for D = 5, 6 and 7. It

can be seen from the figure that the inflow X is divided

into 8 discretevalues ranging from zero to 7, so that

under ordinary circumstancesIt would be quite unusual for

the releasefrom the reservoir ever to exceed 7 units;

thdt is, it the reservoir is full and the worst possible flow

is received, it will simply pass that flow without any

storage. Therefore the maximal dischargepassing the damage

area is that associatedwith a reservoir releaseof seven

units per year. Channel improvements,or increasesin

carrying cdpacity, are representedby the second design

parameterfor our system, the quantity D.

We now consider some of the economic ｣ ｨ ｡ ｲ ｡ ｣ ｴ ･ ｲ ｩ ｳ ｾ ｣ ｳ which

govern system cperation. Figure 2 A gives the system

operating policy; it is the standardor Z-shapedpolicy

characterizedby the storagecapacity K and the target

release,T. If the total amount of water available is

less than the target, all of it is releasedand the

reservoir remains empty. If more than the target is
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available, the releaseis set equal to the target until

such a point is reachedwhere additional releasesmust

be made becausethe reservoir cannot store the remaining

water. These two constraints,reservoir empty and

reservoir full, define the band within which all feasible

releasesnecessarilylie. The horizontal distanceacross

the band width is precisely K, and any point which lies

outside the shadedband cannot be attajnedby the reservoir

system. The slope of the band is unity.

Figure 2Bgives the benefit function for the upstream

(hydroelectric or other) release. The benefit function is

a three-partlinear function characterizedby a long-term

component and two short-termcomponenets. The long-term

benefit is a single (in this case, linear) relationship

between annual benefits and target release. It represents

the fact that increasingthe capital investment in turbines)

generators,and other facilities, necessarilyimplies an

increasedcommitment to deliver water and, moreover, that

the increasedphysical output can be sold at a constant

marginal price of c per unit of output. In the case of

hydroelectric energy, the output is given ｩ ｮ ｾ ｨ ｧ ｦ ｩ ｾ ｾ ｴ ｴ but

for purposesof this model all electrical units are con-

verted to equivalent flows of water required to service

these facilities at their design or nominal operating levels.

Having decided upon the long-term or capital investment

which specifiesT, the operation in any year can produce

precisely T units, an. excess.or a defecit. If there is
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a large flow so that some excessenergy is developed, it can be

sold at a marginal rate of a, but as shown in the figure

a is smaller than c to accommodatethe fact that dump energy

is less valuable on the market than firm energy. Similarly,

should there be a water def cit, other sourcesof energy

will have to be made available at a greaterprice; this

implies a serious drop in the economic benefits, as

reflected by ｴ ｾ ･ slope b being much greater than c and a.

In other words, there is an economic penalty associated

with failing to meet the target ( or commitment), and the

magnitudeof the penalty is greater than the magnitude

of the bonus associatedwith generatingexcessivelevels

of system output.

In addition to benefits at the reservoir, the system can

provide flood control benefits by reducing the probability and

severity of extreme flows. It will be recalled that flows of 5

6 or 7 are associatedwith peak dischargeswhich produce

damage in the unimproved reach of the system. The probabilities

of these flood events are PS' P6 and P7. If a system of

reservoir and dykes is built and operatedreasonably,we

wculd expect that these three probabilities should be

reduced. For example, if we specify the design D = 5,

the probability of overflow in the area of potential damage

is changedas follows: there can be no overflow if the

releaseis 5 becausethe entire dischargecan be contained

in the channel, the probability of the fir3t level of over-

flow is then given by the probability that the releaseis 6,
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and the probability of the second level of overflow is

then given by the probability that the releaseis 7.

The probability of the most serious overflow, that which

would have occurredwithout improvement if the flow had

been 7, goes automatically to zero. We postulatein this

simple model that the flood benefits are equal to the average

annual damagesaverted, taken over the three potential

flood levels. These damagesare defined as L I , L2 and L 3 •

Numerical values for these parametersare shown in Figure 2 B.

It is tempting to claim that the objective function for

systemdesign is the maximization of some combination of

benefits and costs. Typically this might be the ratio, the

dif=erence, or some other function which takes account of

various budgetaryconstraintsand physical requirements.In

the ordinary calculus of such a system, it is traditional

to specify a discounting factor which trades on the avail-

ability and price of money required for the capital

investment, and which is used to discount to presentvalue

the time streamof annual economic benefits. There are some

difficulties with this notion when dealing with different

economic systems, and in our model we show the effect of the

rate of interestby accumulatingthe presentvalue of benefits

for a few sample interest rates, among which we include zero

to representthe condition of no discounting.
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Moreover, it is clear that there might be different social

and political weights assignedto the ｢ ･ ｮ ･ ｦ ｩ ｴ ｳ ｾ perceived

by the upstreamand downstreamusers of the the system. These

weights might be widely different so that the optimal

design for the systemcould vary enormouslyas a function of

whose weight dominates the benefit calculation. The system

design consEtsofthree numbers; we have already identified

the storagecapacity (K) and the dyke level (D) as design

decisions, and to thesewe now add the target release (T).

These three parametersdefine a seriesof points in a

responsesurface, and the usual. workings of a design pro-

cedure require that this ｭ ｵ ｬ ｴ ｩ Ｍ ､ ｩ ｭ ･ ｮ ｾ ｩ ｇ ｮ ｡ ｬ space ｾ ･

examined in the hope of identifying the optimal response

(however that might be measured). But if the responseis

perceivedto attain different values for each of the

institutions representedin the decision-makingprocess,

it is clear that the sum of benefits is not necessarily

the best metric for system evaluation.

Therefore, before moving on to discussingthe analysis of

the model, it should be clear that we do not pur?ort to

､ ･ ｶ ･ ｬ ｯ ｾ an optimal solution becausewe recognize that opti-

mality implies some judgementsconcerningthe way in which

benefits should be measured,discountedand combined. We

will show only how to calculate some of the physical

responses,how to ｣ ｯ ｮ ｶ ･ ｾ ｴ these to benefits at their points

of origin and how to tabulate these in such a way that

additional methological tools (for example
l

Paretiananalysis)
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can be employed to identify negotiation frontiers, side

paymentsand other cost-andrevenue-sharing deviGes for

reaching a harmoniousdesign under competition. In so

doing we anticipate that the essentialeconomic parameters,

those which must be refined before agreementcan be reached,

will be identified; this will lead,in our judgement, to

a program of inquiry which can fruitfully be pursued in ｯ ｲ ､ ･ ｾ

to identify optimal data collection techniques,methodological

issuesand, ultimately, an acceptabledesign program.
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Analytical Procedures

We first specify a design vector which consistsof nu-

merical assignmentsfor the storagecapacity K, the

dyke level D and the target draft T. Thereafterthe

analysis is directed at identifying the probability

distribution of releasesR from the reservoir. Associated

with each releaseis some economic benefit which can be

read directly from the benefit function for hydroelectric

energy (Figure 2B) and augmentedby the amount of flood

damage ｡ ｾ ･ ｶ ｩ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ associatedwith the level assignedto

D.

These economic values are then weighted by their respective

probabilities and summed in accordancewith the schemes

(and with attention to the warnings) describedabove, where-

upon the trial design vector is then available for ranking

and negotiationas part of the more comprehensiveplanning

process.

In order to calculate the draft probabilities it is necessary

first to have the steady state reservoir probabilities; these

are identified by the symbol P ..
1

We tabulate first all the

possiblevalues associatedwith the trial system. The

maximal flow is 7, and we assumean initial design vector

(for this example only) of K = 4, D = 6 and T = 2. This

means that there can be at most 4 units of water available

in storage so that the total amount of water available at

any time cannot exceed 11 or 7 + 4. The operating policy

ｓ ＿ Ｒ ｣ ｩ ｦ ｾ ･ ｳ that a target releaseof 2 will be ｡ ｴ ｴ ･ ｾ ＿ ｴ ･ ､ ［ as

shown in the secondcolumn of the attachedtable, two
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units are releasedunless there is not enough water or

there is so much water that the capacity is inadequate

to store that which remains. The table shows all the

possiblecombinationsof available flow and release,from

which the remaining storageis deducedby subtraction.

The only way in which there can be no water available is

if there is no storageand no inflow; this is given by the

product paPa. One unit is available under two possible

combinations: one unit in storagecoupled with no inflow

and nothing in storage coupled with one unit of inflow.

These combinationsare independentso _ the sum of

their joint probabilities is the probability of the compound

event, as representedby pIPO + POP1 . The argument continues

all the way through the table, but it will be noted that

there is no entry beyond P4 becausethe design vector

specifies that the reservoir cannot contain more than 4 units.

Similarly, there is no inflow probability beyond P7 because

7 units is the maximal annual flow. This suggeststhat the

compound events are representedby sums of increasingnumber

of terms until some maximum is reached,after which the

number of terms decreasesuntil the last event, a total

availability of 11 units, is reached if and only if there

are 4 units in storageand the inflow is seven.

We then seek to solve for the steady state probabilities

P., and note that that the only way in which the reservoir
1

can terminate in an empty condition is if the available

flow is zero, 1 or 2; this correspondsto the fact that
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the remaining storagefor those 3 events, shown in the

third column of the table, is zero. Now becauseall of

these events are independent,the probability that the

system shall end in a statewith zero storage is the

sum of the probabilities derived from the last column, or

the cumulative probability identified as line 1 in the

set of equationswhich follow the table. Similar equations

can be derived for all reservoir storagestates,resulting

in equations1 through 5, giving the steady state probabilities

for each of the five possible reservoir conditions.

These conditions, however, are not independentand an

additional condition is required; this is the requirement

that the sum of all steady state probabilities be precisely

unity becausethe reservoir must be in one stateor another

at any time, and this condition is representedby the 6th

equation. The solution procedurewould then be to select any

4 of the first 5 equationsand the 6th, noting that all of

these are linear in P., and then to solve directly for the
1

set of P .. It would seem to be most sensibleto eliminate
1

equation 5 becauseit is the most cumbersome,but this is

a matter of individual preference.

For example, the set of 6 equationsis shown in the attached

table, ｡ ｬ ｯ ｮ ｾ with the solution for the steady'stateprob-

abilities P.. Clearly this vector dependson two of the
1

three design variables: K and T. The third variable, the

channel capacity or dyke level D, does not enter explicitly
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in determining the reservoir probabilities; under more

complicatedoperating policies, in which the release

itself is a function of D, it would enter, but this is

not the case in this simple example.

It is a little more compact to generatethe solution for

the reservoir'ssteady state probability vector using matrix

notation. As shown in the attachedtables we write first

the 5 X 12 matrix for the probability of the total water

available, given the initial contents. This is essentially

the information inherent in the probability density of in-

flows to the reservoir. We write also the 12 X 5 matrix of

final (or remaining) contents, given the water available.

This matrix contains zeros and ones becausethe operating

rule, which is contained in this matrix, is deterministic,

so all the probability elementsare 0 or 1. The dimensions

of this matrix correspondto the maximal available flow of

11 units and the maximal storageof 4 units. If we multiply

the first matrix by the second, the product has dimension

5 X 5 and is the probability of final storageconditionedon

the initial storage. This result is a Markov matrix whose

elementsare the transfer probabilities betweenreservoir

states in time period i and those in time period (i - 1).

From this Markov matrix it is a trivial matter to write the

simultaneouslinear equations (including the condition that

the sum of all steady state probabilities must be in unity)

required to solve for the steady state probabilities P.•
1



Available Water, X. + S. 11--1-

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

0 .05 .12 .15 .20 .20 .10 .10 .08 0 0 0 0

1 0 .05 .12 ,15 .20 .20 .10 .10 .08 0 0 0

S. 1 2 0 0 .05 .12 .15 .20 .20 .10 .10 .08 0 0
1-

3 0 0 0 .05 .12 .15 .20 .20 .10 .10 .08 0

4 0 0 0 0 .05 .12 .15 .20 .20 .10 .10 .08

Final Storage, S.
--------=:.-......:.-1

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 0 0 0 0

1 1 0 0 0 0

2 1 0 0 0 0

3 0 1 0 0 0

4 0 a 1 0 0

5 I 0 0 0 1 0
X. +S. 1

1 1- .....

6 0 0 0 0 1....

7 0 0 0 0 1

8 0 0 0 0 1

9 0 0 0 0 1

10 0 0 0 0 1

11 0 0 0 0 1



MARKOV MATRIX

S. 1 S.
1- 1

0 1 2 3 4

0 0.32 0.20 0.20 0.10 0.18

1 0.17 0.15 0.20 0.20 0.28

2 0.05 0.12 0.15 0.20 0.48

3 0 0.05 0.12 0.15 0.68

4 0 0 0.05 0.12 0.83

pes) -lo.Ol, 0.02, 0.07,0.13,0.7;}

p(R) = ｾＮＰＵＰＬ .120, .150, .200, .200, .100, .100, .08;1

p (R) = to.001, . 002, • 3 88, • 190, . 175, •096, . 087, . 06i1
•(original)

( storage)

R Ben (R) E(R)Ben(R) ｾ--

0 -2 -.002

1 0 0

2 2 .776

3 2.5 .475

4 3.0 .525

5 3.5 .336 0.004

6 4.0 .348 0.013

7 4.5 .275 0.019

2.733



FLOODS
Expected l!J.odified Modified Expected

Flow Level L p (level) Damage p (level) L Damage

5 1 2 0.100 0.20 0 - -
6 2 4 0.100 0.40 0.087 2 0.174

7 3 7 0.080 0.56 0.061 4 0.244

1.16 0.418

Average Annual Flood Benefit = 1.16 - 0.42 = 0.74

Cost of Dam = 40

Cost of Dike = 7

UpstreamGross Avg. Ann. Benefit = 2.73

Time Horizon = 25 years

Discount Rate = 0, 4%

P.V. of Benefits @ 0% = 68.25 - 40 =
@ 4% = 42.64 - 40 =

DownstreamGross Avg. Ann. Benefit = 0.74

P.V. of Benefits @ 0% = 18.50 - 7 =
@ 4% = 11.56 - 7 =

28.25 PROFIT
2.64 PROFIT

11.50 PROFIT
4.56 PROFIT

[ n J -nNB: PresentValue of 1 unit = 1 (1 + r) - 1 (1 + r)
r

where r = annual rate and n = economic time horizon.

For n = 25 and r = 0.04, PV:15.62
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On the assumptionthat the inputs and reservoir statesare

independent,it is now an easy maater to identify the several

combinationswhich give rise to the complete range of

releasesR., to assignspecific probabilities to these, and
1

then to preceedwith the economic analysis. In our example,

the table shows the probability associatedwith each release

for all twelve lines. These are summed according to their

argwnents, and the unconditional or marginal release

probabilities are written directly.

The expectedgross annual benefit from upstreamutilization

is tabulatedas shown, and it remains only to calculatedown-

streambenefits due to flood control. If there were no dyke,

there would still be some reduction in flood probability as

shown in the tables. But becausethe dykes can contain the

peak flow associatedwith an annual releaseof 5, we assign

to a damaging overflow of magnitude 5 the probability

zero. The damaging overflow occasionedby a releaseof 6

is assigneda unit damage level associatedwith that of 5

and the damage level for a releaseof 7 is assignedthe

damage level previously associatedwith a releaseof 6.

Thus the effect of the dyke is to change the unit damage

function while the effect of the reservoir is to reduce
/

the probability of flood events. As shown in the cal-

culations, this combined effect producesa benefit for the

downstreamusers.

These costs and benefits are now combined over a range of
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interest rates to produce the numerical basis for decision-

making under competition. It is clear that this simplistic

model containsmany assumptionswhich are not tenable in

models of real situations. These are centeredaround the

independenceof the inputs, the highly simplified operating

policy, the use of annual events rather than seasonalor

instantaneouspeaks and complete avoidanceof the details

of flood routing and other dynamic events associatedwith

time-varying flow and with releasesfrom the reservoir.

But the point here is to suggestthat these several"

technologicaldifficulties, and an equivalentnumber of

economic ones, can be the subject of intensive investigation

by the IIASA Water ResourcesProjecti what is of interest

is a model framework within which the Tisza, Vistula and

other basinsmight be structured.

For example, a groundwater resourcemight be included

and its source and sink effects easily modelled within the

framework of this analysis. Stochasticoperating rules,

serial correlation amongst the inputs, and other advanced

control phenomenamight be incorporated. These ､ ･ ｾ ｡ ｩ ｬ ｳ are

for the moment not important except to note that they do

not perturb the basic structureof the model and that the

essentialconflicts betweenusers, betweenuses and

betweendifference of geographic locations in the basin

can still be highlighted by the formalisms, even though

they become extremely complex and rigorous.
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